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We work with coaches to create

leads for 1 on 1 coaching, public

speaking, online programs, and

more.

Depending on the coaches niche

and specialty, we set up ads that

help them either get clients, grow

their audience, grow their

Facebook groups, sell their

course, or a combination of

everything. 

For coaches looking to sell direct

coaching services, we will

generate leads and run them

through an automation sequence

to book a strategy call with the

coach. At which point the coach

can talk with the prospect and

sell them on their services if it is

a good fit.

OVERVIEW

COACHING

CLIENTS



OUR 

ADS

We setup ads like these

with Facebook and

Google PPC campaigns

to find new clients.  

OUR ADS



We also setup

automated lead

campaigns that

send automated

text reminders,

follow ups, and

more to the leads.

LEAD NOURISHING

Here are 2 examples of client results.  The top numbers show the

total monthly results for lead generation. The bottom image shows

results from secondary objectives such as brand awareness, page

likes, etc. .  Both of these clients were on $2,500/month retainers. 

WHAT WE DO



They are

encouraged to

book a consult.

Leads are

contacted as

soon as they

respond to an

ad.

They receive

automated

follow ups over

several

days/weeks.

When they book

their consult

they are sent a

confirmation.

And they receive

appointment

reminders so

they don't

forget.

AUTOMATED FOLLOWUPS



CRM

DASHBOARD

tracking the data

TRACKING AND ANALYTICS

Included with this service is free access

to our CRM dashboard that allows you

see all  the leads, communicate with

them in real time, and track the results.



12%
leads book a strategy
session 

16 - 40
appointments booked

RESULTS

IMPRESSIONS

(PEOPLE WHO SEE

THE ADS)

50
THOUSAND

PEOPLE CLICK

THROUGH OR

ENGAGE WITH

THE ADS

800

TOTAL LEADS

GENERATED

80-

200

AVERAGE NUMBERS

10+
new clients

NEW CLIENTS GENERATED

from our ads and lead campaigns 

THOUSANDS IN REVENUE

POSITIVE ROI

Campaigns vary widely depending on the niche and objective, but here are

some average numbers we see for coaches per month These numbers

include budgets for secondary objectives (page likes, video views, group

likes, etc).  If desired, 100% of the budget can go towards leads, which would

effectively double the lead numbers.



SUMMARY
from the work we do

We help coaches grow their business

through a blend of lead generation and

brand awareness campaigns.

Our campaigns are totally customizable

to reach your coaching goals and

objectives. 

CONTACT  

US

TODAY !


